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Thinking about strings

1. Try the funny-looking assignment z <- c(). Concatenate z with some other numeric
vectors and explain what z is.

z, which has the value NULL, has no length, or zero length. Concatenating it to other vectors
leaves them unchanged.
There are several other zero-length vectors; NULL is a bit special, since it has its own data
type (NULL). There is also numeric(0), logical(0), and character(0).

2. Now consider Z <- "". Imagine that s is a character vector but you don’t know
anything about it. What is the value of str_c(Z, s)? How about str_c(s, Z)? Try
a few example values of your own for s.

str_c(Z, s) == s # for any s
str_c(s, Z) == s

paste(s, Z), by contrast, still puts a space at the end of s in this case:

Z <- ""
paste("abc", Z)

[1] "abc "

"" is known as the empty string. It is 0 characters long:

str_length("")

[1] 0

As a character vector, however, it is 1 element.
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length("")

[1] 1

3. Optional. Specify another R value and another R function that has the same properties
as the pairs (z, c) and (Z, str_c).

(0, +) or (1, *) These are identity elements for these operations. For that matter, . is an
identity element in file paths.

4. What is the default value of the sep parameter to str_c? Demonstrate your answer
with an example:

x <- "Let us go then"
y <- "you and I"
DEFAULT <- ""
str_c(x, y)

[1] "Let us go thenyou and I"

str_c(x, y, sep=DEFAULT) # value should be same as previous

[1] "Let us go thenyou and I"

The empty string once again.
(Bonus. What could the default value for collapse possibly be?)
The default value for collapse, the documentation says (help(str_c)), is NULL. But it is
not the case that str_c uses that NULL value in joining strings into the single “collapsed”
string. Rather, NULL is a special value: when str_c receives this parameter, it changes its
behavior.

5. What is the default value of sep for paste?

The default value is a space, " ". The documentation (help(paste)) affirms this, but it’s
clear by inspecting

paste("When the evening", "is spread out")

[1] "When the evening is spread out"
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Jockers’s “first foray”

1. Copy the TextAnalysisWithR/data/plainText/melville.txt file to the same direc-
tory as your homework .Rmd file. Then you can replace the longer path with a simple
mention of melville.txt.

2. Copy into the following code block the code for loading the text of the Gutenberg
Moby-Dick from Jockers:

moby_ll <- readLines("melville.txt")
body_ll <- tolower(moby_ll[match("CHAPTER 1. Loomings.", moby_ll):

match("orphan.", moby_ll)])
moby_words <- unlist(str_split(body_ll, "\\W+"))
moby_words <- moby_words[moby_words != ""]

3. which finds all true values in its argument, which means that if text.v == "CHAPTER
1. Loomings." has more than one true value, we find multiple starting points.

4. Expression using match:

start.v <- which(moby_ll == "CHAPTER 1. Loomings.") # moby_ll <-> text.v
start_line <- match("CHAPTER 1. Loomings.", moby_ll)
start.v == start_line

[1] TRUE

5. Single expression to strip paratexts: (as above)

body_ll <- moby_ll[match("CHAPTER 1. Loomings.", moby_ll):
match("orphan.", moby_ll)]

Update, 2/7/15. Actually, as one of you noted, this is not rigorously right. Since match finds
the first occurrence of something, it’s not the right choice of the find the last word of the
novel, since who knows but that orphan. isn’t on a line by itself somewhere earlier in this
text file of Moby-Dick. R has no built-in function for finding the last entry, and in fact I
hadn’t introduced the functions I would use to calculate it. Here’s how to do it:

body_ll_corrected <- moby_ll[match("CHAPTER 1. Loomings.", moby_ll):
max(which(moby_ll == "orphan."))]

all(body_ll == body_ll_corrected)

[1] TRUE
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max(x) returns the largest value in x, so max(which(logicals)) returns the largest i such
that logicals[i] is TRUE.
But how were you supposed to guess that! Anyway, now you know. In addition to max(x),
there is also min(x) for the minimum, which.max(x) and which.min(x) for the index of
the maximum and minimum, and range(x), which returns a vector of two elements equal to
c(max(x), min(x)).

6. The practice problem 2.1:

moby_table <- sort(table(moby_words), decreasing=T)
top_word_counts <- moby_table[1:100]
plot(top_word_counts)
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Jockers’s directions ask you to make this plot, but the goal was to look at how closely the word
frequencies correspond to Zipf’s law. So we’re really interested not in the word frequencies
ni but in their inverses, 1/ni, which is the thing that, says Zipf, is supposed to be roughly
proportional to the rank i. A little vectorized arithmetic can give a more instructive plot:

plot(1 / top_word_counts)
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That looks pretty linear. A more refined version looks for a so-called power-law relationship
ni ≈ i−α where α > 0 is the parameter to be estimated. Zipf’s law has α = 1. We may come
back to this.

7. Download the plain text of The Sheik from Project Gutenberg. Use “Save as” in your
browser and put the file in the same directory as this homework, and give it the name
sheik-gutenberg.txt.

8. Load it into a character vector in R. Rather than use scan, use the simpler function
readLines:

sheik_lines <- readLines("sheik-gutenberg.txt")

9. Following Jockers’s pattern, remove the metadata, tokenize the text, and determine the
number of times the words sheik, body, love, and the occur in this novel, ignoring
case, and the total number of words in the novel. Assign these as named elements of a
vector sheik_counts.

Let’s stipulate that the text starts after the title page, with the word “CHAPTER,” and
ends before “THE END.” Insert your code here:
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sheik_words_lines <- tolower(sheik_lines[match("CHAPTER I", sheik_lines):
(match("THE END", sheik_lines) - 1)])

sheik_words <- unlist(str_split(sheik_words_lines, "\\W+"))
sheik_words <- sheik_words[sheik_words != ""]

sheik_counts <- c(
sheik=length(which(sheik_words=="sheik")), # creates named vector
body=length(which(sheik_words=="body")),
love=length(which(sheik_words=="love")),
the=length(which(sheik_words=="the"))

)

This funny version of c is the concise way to create a named vector.

x <- c(name1=value1, name2=value2, ...)

(notice the lack of quotation marks) is equivalent to

x <- c(value1, value2, ...)
names(x) <- c("name1", "name2", ...)

Here are the word counts I get:

sheik_counts

sheik body love the
214 59 113 4975

The total number of words is:

length(sheik_words)

[1] 88972

10. Compare the most frequent words in The Sheik to those in Moby-Dick. Make a few
remarks on whether the 20 most frequent words distinguish these texts.

moby_table[1:20]
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moby_words
the of and a to in that it his i he but

14175 6469 6325 4636 4539 4077 3045 2497 2495 2114 1876 1805
s as with is was for all this

1737 1720 1692 1690 1627 1593 1515 1382

sheik_table <- sort(table(sheik_words), decreasing=T)
sheik_table[1:20]

sheik_words
the her and she to of a had was he his that in with it

4975 2805 2735 2451 2214 2143 1860 1675 1603 1517 1488 1488 1261 1260 874
him for i you but
827 672 630 625 574

The Sheik is a pioneering romance novel, so the differing prominence of the gendered third
person pronouns makes sense. But otherwise it is the close resemblance between the two lists
that strikes the eye.
Incidentally, if we were Burrows we might start by contemplating the correlation coefficient
between the very common words, dropping the pronouns. Here is what that calculation looks
like in R:

wordlist <- c("the", "of", "and", "a", "to", "in", "that",
"had", "it", "but")

cor(moby_table[wordlist], sheik_table[wordlist])

[1] 0.9305232

cor(x, y) calculates the Pearson correlation coefficient between x and y vectors of equal
length n, given by the joy-inducing formula

r = 1
sxsy

n∑
i=1

(xi − x)(yi − y)

where

x = 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi

sx =
√∑n

i=1(xi − x)2

n− 1

and similarly for y. It tells us how close the points (xi, yi) are to falling on a straight line
(−1 ≤ r ≤ 1; the magnitude of r indicates closeness to a perfectly linear relationship, and
the sign tells us whether y increases or decreases as x increases).
The point is that these parallel series, and their proportions, really are quite similar.
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A small challenge

1. It’s often easier to work this kind of thing out with a toy example.

story <- "For sale: baby shoes, unworn."
story_words <- unlist(str_split(story, "\\W+"))
story_words <- story_words[story_words != ""]

story_bigrams <- str_c(story_words[c(1, 2, 3, 4)],
story_words[c(2, 3, 4, 5)], sep=" ")

2. If your expression has any explicit vector constructions using c(), replace them with
sequences using :.

story_bigrams <- str_c(story_words[1:4],
story_words[2:5], sep=" ")

3. If your expression has any literal numbers other than 1 in it, replace those with
expressions using length(story_words).

This was a mistake on my part. What I meant to prompt you to do was to write

story_bigrams <- str_c(story_words[1:(length(story_words) - 1)],
story_words[2:length(story_words)], sep=" ")

But that of course has a 2 in it! There are several resolutions to this false problem created
by me:

indices <- 1:(length(story_words) - 1)
story_bigrams <- str_c(story_words[indices],

story_words[indices + 1], sep=" ")

which makes use of recycling; or

story_bigrams <- str_c(story_words[-length(story_words)],
story_words[-1], sep=" ")

using negative indices to drop elements. The latter is the “idiomatic” R way, but I hadn’t
prepared you to use it.
Pay careful attention to the use or omission of parentheses in these different cases. The :
operator has higher precedence than + or -: that is, a:b + 1 means (a:b) + 1, not a:(b +
1). If you intend the latter, you have to use parentheses.
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4. Now construct the vector of all the bigrams in The Sheik.

sheik_bigrams <- str_c(sheik_words[-length(sheik_words)], sheik_words[-1],
sep=" ")

5. Compute the word frequency table and sort it, and use it to list the top ten bigrams in
the novel.

Another error, since on the template it still said 10 but the website homework sheet says 16.

sheik_bigrams_table <- sort(table(sheik_bigrams), decreasing=T)
sheik_bigrams_table[1:10]

sheik_bigrams
of the she had in the with a had been she was to the he had

506 482 355 338 278 278 271 264
it was and the

244 234

The concept of the bigram normally implies not just any two words that happen to be
adjacent in the text, but adjacent words within sentences. This requires a few more additions
to your text manipulation repertoire, namely regular expressions, which we will turn to
soon. Incidentally, one might already have hesitated about some of our decisions in counting
individual words (unigrams): should one include things like the words of chapter headings
(including “CHAPTER ONE”) when one is so blithely discarding “paratext” and “metadata”?
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